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Radiate and planar neurons are the two major types of multipolar neurons in the ventral
cochlear nucleus (VCN). Both cell types receive monosynaptic excitatory synaptic inputs
from the auditory nerve, but have different responses to sound and project to different
target regions and cells. Although the intrinsic physiology and synaptic inputs to planar
neurons have been previously characterized, the radiate neurons are less common
and have not been as well studied. We studied both types of multipolar neurons
and characterized their properties including intrinsic excitability, synaptic dynamics of
their auditory nerve inputs, as well as their neural firing properties to auditory nerve
stimulation. Radiate neurons had a faster member time constant and higher threshold
current to fire spikes than planar neurons, but the maximal firing rate is the same for
both cell types upon large current injections. Compared to planar neurons, radiate
neurons showed spontaneous postsynaptic currents with smaller size, and slower but
variable kinetics. Auditory nerve stimulation progressively recruited synaptic inputs that
were smaller and slower in radiate neurons, over a broader range of stimulus strength.
Synaptic inputs to radiate neurons showed less depression than planar neurons during
low rates of repetitive activity, but the synaptic depression at higher rates was similar
between two cell types. However, due to the slow kinetics of the synaptic inputs,
synaptic transmission in radiate neurons showed prominent temporal summation that
contributed to greater synaptic depolarization and a higher firing rate for repetitive
auditory nerve stimulation at high rates. Taken together, these results show that radiate
multipolar neurons integrate a large number of weak synaptic inputs over a broad
dynamic range, and have intrinsic and synaptic properties that are distinct from planar
multipolar neurons. These properties enable radiate neurons to generate powerful
inhibitory inputs to target neurons during high levels of afferent activity. Such robust
inhibition is expected to dynamically modulate the excitability of many cell types in the
cochlear nuclear complex.
Keywords: cochlear nucleus, inhibition, stellate neuron, radiate, planar, auditory nerve input, excitatory synaptic
transmission, synaptic dynamics
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INTRODUCTION
The cochlear nuclear complex contains a variety of neurons that
are thought to process different aspects of acoustic environment.
Among these are two types of multipolar neurons in the ventral
cochlear nucleus (VCN), termed planar and radiate neurons,
according to the orientation of their dendrites relative to the
fascicles of the auditory nerve (Doucet and Ryugo, 1997). The
dendrites of the planar neurons run parallel to the sheets of
auditory nerve fibers, and are thus aligned to receive input from
spiral ganglion cells (SGCs) that in turn receive input from
narrow frequency region of the cochlea. In contrast, radiate
neuron dendrites frequently run across the auditory nerve fiber
bundles, and can receive inputs from SGCs innervating a broad
frequency region of the cochlea. The planar neurons are often
called T-stellate cells, because their axons project out of the
cochlear nucleus through the trapezoid body (Oertel et al., 1990).
These cells also correspond to the ‘‘type I’’ multipolar neurons
with sparse somatic synaptic innervation (Cant, 1981; Smith and
Rhode, 1989). In contrast, the radiate neurons are also called
D-stellate cells because their axons project dorsally to the dorsal
cochlear nucleus (DCN; Oertel et al., 1990). They correspond
to ‘‘type II’’ multipolar neurons that have numerous somatic
synaptic contacts (Cant, 1981; Smith and Rhode, 1989). The
anatomical and physiological features of both cell types have
been widely studied in vivo (Smith and Rhode, 1989; Winter
and Palmer, 1995; Palmer et al., 1996, 2003; Arnott et al., 2004;
Smith et al., 2005; Needham and Paolini, 2006). While the planar
multipolar cells have been previously studied in vitro (Oertel
et al., 1990, 2011; Cao and Oertel, 2010), the radiate multipolar
cells are not as numerous, and at least in mouse, appear to be
unevenly distributed in the VCN. As a result, less is known about
their intrinsic excitability and the dynamics of synaptic inputs
from the auditory nerve.
Planar and radiate multipolar neurons respond differently
to sound and serve distinct functions for auditory information
processing. In response to best frequency tone bursts, planar
neurons fire action potentials with regular inter spike intervals
(chopping response) through the duration of a tonal stimulus
and give rise to a peristimulus time histogram (PSTH) called a
sustained (chop-S) or transient chopper (chop-T; Rhode et al.,
1983; Rouiller and Ryugo, 1984; Blackburn and Sachs, 1989;
Paolini and Clark, 1999; Paolini et al., 2005). In contrast,
radiate neurons fire briefly with a regular inter spike interval
at the onset of a tonal stimulus, followed by less synchronized
sustained firing. The resulting PSTH is called onset chopper
(Oc; Rhode and Smith, 1986; Smith and Rhode, 1989; Winter
and Palmer, 1995; Palmer et al., 1996, 2003; Smith et al., 2005).
Planar multipolar cells are excitatory (Smith and Rhode, 1989;
Doucet et al., 1999), and form one of the major ascending
auditory projections that innervate both the DCN (Oertel et al.,
1990, 2011; Doucet et al., 1999) and the inferior colliculus
(Cant, 1982; Adams, 1983). Planar multipolar cells are narrowly
tuned individually to sound frequency, but are also sensitive
to the temporal envelopes of sounds (Rhode and Smith, 1986;
Blackburn and Sachs, 1990; Frisina et al., 1990; Rhode and
Greenberg, 1994), which are an important cue used in speech
discrimination (Shannon et al., 1995; Swaminathan and Heinz,
2012). Radiate neurons, on the other hand, are glycinergic
inhibitory neurons (Cant, 1982; Wenthold, 1987; Wickesberg
et al., 1994; Doucet et al., 1999; Doucet and Ryugo, 2006).
They respond strongly to broadband noise as well as tones, and
project to neighboring neurons within the VCN (Smith and
Rhode, 1989; Jiang et al., 1996; Palmer et al., 1996; Arnott et al.,
2004; Campagnola et al., 2014), to the ipsilateral DCN (Rhode
et al., 1983; Oertel et al., 1990), and via a commissural pathway
to the contralateral cochlear nucleus (Needham and Paolini,
2003; Arnott et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2005). The broadband
inhibition from radiate neurons has been proposed to improve
the temporal representation of sounds in planar neurons (Xie
and Manis, 2013b), promote the detection of signals in noise
(Pressnitzer et al., 2001), and help to shape the distinct spectral
response maps of DCN pyramidal cells (Nelken and Young,
1994).
As a major cell type in the VCN, planar neurons have been
extensively studied in vitro, where their intrinsic membrane
properties and the dynamics of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic
inputs have been well characterized (Ferragamo et al., 1998;
McGinley and Oertel, 2006; Cao and Oertel, 2010; Oertel et al.,
2011; Xie and Manis, 2013b). Radiate neurons, which are fewer
in number (Doucet and Ryugo, 1997), have been less extensively
investigated in vitro. Fujino andOertel (2001) showed that planar
and radiate multipolar neurons have similar resting membrane
potentials and firing patterns, and that planar cells have a
smaller and slower hyperpolarization-activated cation current
(Ih) than radiate cells. Planar neurons, but not radiate neurons,
are excited by activation of both nicotinic and muscarinic
cholinergic receptors. The cholinergic innervation of the VCN
arises (in rat) largely but not exclusively from the ventral nucleus
of the trapezoid body (Sherriff and Henderson, 1994; Mellott
et al., 2011). Although both planar and radiate neurons receive
excitatory input from the auditory nerve, the relative strengths
and dynamics of this input are not known.
In the present study, we examined the intrinsic excitability,
the synaptic properties of the excitatory auditory nerve inputs,
and auditory nerve evoked firing properties in both radiate
and planar multipolar neurons. We found that radiate neurons
have higher current thresholds and are overall less excitable
than planar neurons. As a result, they respond only to
stronger synaptic inputs, and may therefore provide inhibition
to target neurons only during louder or wideband sounds.
In addition, the spontaneous and evoked excitatory synaptic
inputs in radiate neurons are significantly smaller in amplitude,
and show slower but variable kinetics than those in planar
neurons. The weaker synaptic inputs onto radiate neurons
are in part offset by a higher synaptic convergence and
slower EPSC kinetics. The slower EPSC kinetics increases
temporal summation of synaptic inputs. The synaptic inputs
also show less synaptic depression during repetitive stimulation.
Consequently, the synaptic currents onto radiate neurons
carry significantly more charge during repetitive stimulation
than in planar cells. These features are consistent with the
proposition that radiate neurons integrate a large number
of weak inputs from SGCs over a range of characteristic
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frequencies, to provide sustained and robust inhibition to target
neurons.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experiments were performed following protocols approved by
the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees at the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the University
of Toledo.
Animals
Sixty-five CBA/CaJ mice between 27–44 days old and of either
sex were used. Mice were purchased from Jackson Labs (Bar
Harbor, ME, USA) to create breeding colonies, and maintained
in animal facilities at the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill and the University of Toledo.
Brain Slice Preparation
All recordings were made from parasagittal brain slices
containing the cochlear nucleus as previously described (Xie
and Manis, 2013a,b, 2017; Xie, 2016). Mice were anesthetized
with an intraperitoneal injection of ketamine (100 mg/kg)
and xylazine (10 mg/kg), decapitated, the brainstem removed
from the skull and immersed into artificial cerebrospinal fluid
(ACSF). The standard ACSF contained (in mM): 122 NaCl,
3 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 25 NaHCO3, 20 glucose, 3 myo-inositol,
2 sodium pyruvate, 0.4 ascorbic acid, 2.5 CaCl2, and 1.5 MgSO4.
ACSF with divalent ion concentrations close to those in normal
cereberospinal fluid was also used for some recordings. This
solution contained (in mM): 122 NaCl, 3 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4,
25 NaHCO3, 20 glucose, 3 myo-inositol, 2 sodium pyruvate,
0.4 ascorbic acid, 1.2 CaCl2, and 0.8 MgSO4. ACSF was warmed
to 34◦C and gassed with 5% CO2 and 95% O2. The brainstem
was divided into two halves at the midline and one parasagittal
slice was cut from each side. The brain slices were 350 µm in
thickness and contained all three regions of the cochlear nucleus,
the anteroventral, posteroventral and dorsal cochlear nucleus
(AVCN, PVCN and DCN, respectively). Slices were incubated in
ACSF at 34◦C for at least 30 min to allow cells to recover from
the slicing procedure before attempting recordings.
Electrophysiological Recordings
Brain slices were transferred to the recording chamber, where
they were bathed in a continuous flow (∼3 ml/min) of ACSF
at 34◦C. Cells were visualized using 40× water immersion
objective on a fixed-stage microscope (Axioskop FS2+ or
Axio Examiner, Zeiss, Germany). Images were acquired with
a camera (Retiga 2000DC or optiMos sCMOS, QImaging,
Vancouver, BC, Canada). Whole-cell patch clamp recordings
were made using pipettes pulled from borosilicate glass (KG-
33; King Precision Glass, Claremont, CA, USA) with a Sutter
P2000 Puller (Sutter Instruments, San Francisco, CA, USA). For
current clamp recordings, the pipette solution contained (in
mM): 126 K-gluconate, 6 KCl, 2 NaCl, 10 HEPES, 0.2 EGTA,
4 Mg-ATP, 0.3 Tris-GTP, and 10 Tris-phosphocreatine, with pH
adjusted to 7.2 with KOH. For voltage clamp recordings, the
pipette solution contained (in mM): 105 CsMetSO3, 35 CsCl,
5 EGTA, 10 HEPES, 4 MgATP, 0.3 Tris-GTP, 10 Tris-
phosphocreatine, and 3 QX-314 (chloride salt), with pH adjusted
to 7.2 with CsOH. Junction potentials were calculated to be
−12 mV for K-gluconate based pipette solution and −7 mV for
the Cs-based pipette solution. All reported voltages have been
corrected for the appropriate junction potentials. Recordings
were made with a Multiclamp 700B amplifier (Molecular
Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) controlled by a MATLAB
program or pClamp software. In voltage clamp experiments, cells
were held at −77 mV, and series resistance was compensated
by at least 75% online. Excitatory inputs were evoked by
electrically stimulating the auditory nerve root with a 75 µm
diameter concentric electrode (FHC, Bowdoin, ME, USA), with
the stimulating currents ranging between 0 µA and 400 µA.
No drugs were used in the current clamp recordings. In all
voltage clamp recordings, strychnine (2 µM) was used to block
glycinergic inhibitory currents and isolate EPSCs. In a subset
of cells, SR95531 (10 µM) was also used to block GABAergic
inhibition. However, as we have observed previously (Xie and
Manis, 2014), GABAergic inhibition contributes to only a
very small fraction of the inhibitory currents in AVCN in
slices, and was negligible at the holding voltage of −77mV
in this study, regardless of whether SR95531 was applied or
not. All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich except
SR95531 and CNQX, which were ordered from Tocris Bioscience
(Bristol, UK).
Cell Identification
Recordings were made from cells in the dorsal half of the
AVCN, corresponding to the high frequency region (Muniak
et al., 2013). Cells were identified by their morphology as
visualized by including 0.1% Alex Fluor 488 (Molecular Probes,
Eugene, OR, USA) in the pipette solution and examining the
fluorescence as excited by a 470 nm LED through a standard
fluorescein filter set. Bushy cells were identified by having one
or two short primary dendrites with heavily branched distal
tufts (Cant and Morest, 1979; Tolbert et al., 1982; Webster and
Trune, 1982; Rouiller and Ryugo, 1984; Wu and Oertel, 1984;
Lauer et al., 2013), and were excluded from this study. Planar
and radiate multipolar neurons differ from bushy neurons by
having thin and long dendrites without a profusely branched
tuft. Planar and radiate neurons were distinguished from each
other by the primary orientation of their dendrites relative
to the fascicles of auditory nerve fibers. Dendrites of the
planar neurons are oriented primarily parallel to the fascicles of
auditory nerve fibers, whereas radiate neurons had dendrites that
crossed multiple fascicles (Doucet and Ryugo, 1997; Figure 1).
Neurons with morphology that could not unequivocally be
assigned as radiate and planar classes (for example, because
of incompletely filled dendrites) were not included in the
analysis. Drawings of the neural morphology were made by
tracing the cells from stacks of fluorescent images taken in situ
at the end of physiological recordings, using GIMP (version
2.8.4)1.
1www.gimp.org
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FIGURE 1 | Morphology of radiate and planar neurons and current-evoked responses. Two example radiate neurons (A,B) and two example planar neurons
(C,D) are shown. (A) Morphology and current evoked responses of an example radiate cell. Left panel: drawing of the cell morphology (see “Materials and Methods”
section). Dashed lines mark the direction of auditory nerve fibers in the anteroventral cochlear nucleus (AVCN), corresponding to the iso-frequency sheets. Inset
shows the diagram of the cochlear nucleus slice with the location of the neuron marked as the dot in AVCN. Regions of the cochlear nucleus are color coded to
show the auditory nerve root area in green, AVCN in yellow, PVCN in blue, and dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN) in red. All cochlear nuclei are shown in the same
orientation, although recordings were made in slices from both left and right side cochlear nuclei. Calibration bar: 500 µm. Right top panel: responses to current
injections at three levels: +500 pA, 200 pA (threshold current level), and −500 pA (trace in gray). Right bottom panel: raster plot of spikes evoked at different current
injection levels (Current amp). Notice that only a single onset spike was evoked at the threshold current of 200 pA. (B–D) Example neurons with the same layout as in
(A). Notice that radiate neurons have dendrites that extend across the auditory nerve fibers (A,B), whereas planar neurons have dendrites that run parallel to the
auditory nerve fibers (C,D). Current levels in all neurons included +500 pA (color) and −500 pA (gray), and a just- suprathreshold depolarizing current (in color;
current levels are +150 pA in (B), +100 pA in (C), +50 pA in D). (E) Quantification of the depolarizating sag using responses to 100 ms current injections that
hyperpolarized the membrane potential to a peak of −90 mV. Example traces are from the radiate neuron in (A) (red) and the planar neuron in (C) (blue), respectively.
a: peak hyperpolarizing potential; b: steady state hyperpolarizing potential at the end of the 100 ms current injection; τ: decay time constant of the depolarization sag
by fitting an exponential curve from the peak hyperpolarization to the end of current injection, as shown by the overlay in gray. (F) Summary of τ for both cell types.
(G) Size of the depolarization sag quantified as b/a ratio. ∗∗∗p < 0.001.
Data Analysis
Current-firing rate curves were fit to a piecewise function
consisting of linear and exponential phases:
for I < Ibreak : F(I) = F0 + Fb ∗ I/Ibreak
for I >= Ibreak : F(I) = Fb + Fmax ∗ (1.0− e−(I−Ibreak)/Ir)
(1)
where I is the current; Ibreak defines the point where the firing
rate changes from a linear function of current to the exponential,
F0 is the firing rate at zero current, Fb is the firing rate at the break
point, Fmax is the maximal firing rate (extrapolated), and Ir is the
rate at which firing increases with current during the exponential
phase. Each cell was individually fit, using a sequential least
squares algorithm (SLSQP) with bounds from scipy.optimize2,
and parameters were compared across each population. Cells that
showed a decrease in firing rate with increasing current of more
than 25% of their maximal rates were classified as exhibiting
2http://scipy.org
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depolarization block, and were excluded from the fitting (3 of
55 cells).
Spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic current (sEPSCs) events
in radiate neurons had highly variable decay time courses,
making it difficult to detect and measure sEPSCs using the
scaled-template method (Clements and Bekkers, 1997) as in
our previous studies (Rich et al., 2010; Xie and Manis,
2013a,b). Instead, sEPSCs were visually identified and analyzed
in MiniAnalysis (Synaptosoft, Fort Lee, NJ, USA). This approach
was effective for detecting events with a range of kinetics, and
allowed the inclusion of smaller events that would otherwise be
missed using the fixed criterion of the scaled-template method.
The sEPSC rising phase was characterized by measuring the
time it takes for the sEPSC to rise from 10% to 90% of its
peak amplitude. The time course of the sEPSC falling phase was
measured as the time to decay to 37% of the peak amplitude
(37% decay time). Decay time constants were not determined
from exponential fits to the sEPSCs because the small, noisy and
highly variable sEPSCs could not be consistently fit. The same
methods were used to measure sEPSCs in all radiate and planar
neurons.
All other analyses were done in Igor Pro (WaveMetrics,
Portland, OR, USA). Membrane input resistance was calculated
as the slope of the current-voltage relationship from responses
to small hyperpolarizing current injections. The membrane
time constant was estimated by fitting the responses to small
hyperpolarizing current injections from onset to the negative
peak with single exponential curves. We measured the vector
strength (Goldberg and Brown, 1969; Xie, 2016) of the spike
times in response to trains of auditory nerve stimulation to
quantify the ability of these two types of cells to encode temporal
information. The stimulus trains consisted of 50 regularly-spaced
constant-current shocks at 50, 100, 200 and 400 Hz.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism
(GraphPad Software Version 6.0h, San Diego, CA, USA) and
R (version 3.4.0, The R Foundation). Data were first tested
to see if they were normal distributed using D’Agostino and
Pearson omnibus normality test. If the distributions passed
the normality test, then a Student’s t-test, a one-way ANOVA
or a two-way ANOVA were used as appropriate. If the
data did not follow a normal distribution, non-parametric
tests (Mann-Whitney or Kruskal-Wallis test) were used.
When significant main effects were indicated by an ANOVA,
multiple comparison tests (Dunn’s, Tukey’s or Bonferroni
corrected test as indicated in the text) were also performed.
Linear mixed models with repeated measures were used to
compare datasets when there were missing samples for some
measurements (ANOVAs cannot handle missing observations).
Linear mixed model calculations were performed in R using
the package lme4 (V1.1-13); F-tests between models were
evaluated with pbkrtest (version 0.4-7), and post-tests were
done using glht from the multcomp package (version 1.4-6)
with the p-values adjusted for multiple comparisons using
Holm’s method. Data are presented as mean ± standard
deviation.
RESULTS
Two Types of Multipolar Cells in AVCN
Have Different Intrinsic Membrane
Properties
We identified the radiate and planar multipolar neurons in
AVCN morphologically, according to the orientation of their
dendritic trees (Doucet and Ryugo, 1997), and evaluated the
intrinsic membrane properties of these neurons by studying their
responses to intracellularly injected current steps. Example cells
from each group are shown in Figure 1. Cells with dendrites
that left the cell body in directions that bore no relationship
to the fascicles of auditory nerve fibers (Figures 1A,B; path of
auditory nerve fibers shown with dotted lines) were classified
as radiate cells. In contrast, cells with dendrites that were
predominantly aligned with the fascicles of auditory nerve fibers
were classified as planar cells (Figures 1C,D). The morphological
identification of cell types was further validated physiologically
in response to hyperpolarizing current injections as shown in
Figures 1E–G, in which radiate multipolar neurons showed
significantly faster and larger depolarization sags than planar
multipolar neurons, consistent with previous reports (Fujino and
Oertel, 2001; Rodrigues and Oertel, 2006). The time constant
(τ) of the depolarizing sag to 100 ms current injections that
hyperpolarized the membrane potential to a peak value of
−90 ± 2 mV was measured by fitting a single exponential
curve from the peak of the hyperpolarization to the end of the
current pulse. The time constants were 15.0 ± 8.9 ms (n = 26)
in radiate cells and 36.23 ± 16.0 ms, n = 24) in planar cells
(Figures 1E,F; Mann Whitney test: p < 0.0001). The relative
amplitude of the sag was determined from the ratio of the steady-
state and the peak voltage (b/a ratio; Figure 1E). The b/a ratio
was significantly smaller in radiate cells than in planar cells
(radiate: b/a = 0.50 ± 0.11, n = 26; planar: b/a = 0.69 ± 0.12,
n = 27; Figure 1G; unpaired t test: t(51) = 6.17, p < 0.0001),
suggesting that Ih currents are more prominent in radiate cells.
The previously reported difference in spike shapes, in which
radiate neurons show double undershoots after every action
potential and planar neurons only show a single undershoot
(Fujino and Oertel, 2001; Rodrigues and Oertel, 2006), was not
obvious in this study. The disparity may be due to the differences
in the ion concentrations of the electrode solutions between the
present and the previous studies, as well as the difference in
recording sites. In the present study all neurons recorded were
from the AVCN, whereas the previous studies recorded mostly
from PVCN.
Radiate and planar neurons showed similar restingmembrane
potentials (Figure 2A, radiate: −63.1 ± 1.5 mV, n = 27; planar:
−63.0 ± 2.3 mV, n = 28; unpaired t test: t(53) = 0.074, p = 0.941)
and input resistances (Figure 2B; radiate: 74.1± 31.1M, n = 27;
planar: 75.1 ± 31.0 M, n = 28; Mann Whitney test: p = 0.762).
However, radiate cells showed significantly faster membrane
time constant (2.9 ± 1.1 ms, n = 27) than that of the planar cells
(3.8± 1.7 ms, n = 28; Figure 2C; Mann Whitney test: p = 0.024).
We next compared the excitability of these two types of
neurons, by measuring the threshold potential (V threshold) to
current injections and the current vs. firing rate function with
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FIGURE 2 | Intrinsic membrane properties of radiate and planar cells. (A–C) Summary plot of resting membrane potential (A), membrane input resistance (B), and
membrane time constant (C) from both cell types. (D) Summary plot of the threshold potential (Vthreshold) from the first action potential evoked by minimum current
injections (bottom panel). Top panel: example trace from a radiate neuron with an action potential evoked by the minimum current injection level. Middle panel:
Vthreshold (marked as the circle) was measured as the membrane potential at which the second derivative (dV2/dt2) was maximal during the rising phase of the action
potential. (E) Current-spike relationship for all radiate and planar cells. Each line represents an individual cell. Points: data; lines: best fit from Equation 1. Inset:
magnified view to show the break points (Ibreak) where the cells transition from no firing or phasic firing to tonic firing. (F) Summary of Ibreak current levels for individual
cells. ∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.001.
100 ms long positive current injections (Figures 2D–F). As
previously reported in planar neurons (Xie and Manis, 2013b),
the threshold potential was measured as the membrane potential
at which the second derivative was the maximum preceding
the action potential (Figure 2D). Only the measurement at
the first action potential was used from the trace with action
potentials evoked by the minimum current injection level. On
average, there was a trend for radiate neurons to have a higher
(more depolarized) threshold potential than planar neurons in
response to current injections (Figure 2D; radiate Vthreshold:
−39.5 ± 4.8 mV, n = 27; planar Vthreshold: −41.7 ± 3.5 mV,
n = 28; unpaired t test: t(53) = 1.91, p = 0.062). Notably, in
response to the threshold level of the current injection, most
radiate neurons (59%, 16 out of 27 neurons) fired transiently
with only one or a few action potentials that began within
30 ms after the onset of current injection (Figure 1A), whereas
this pattern was less frequently seen in planar cells (7%, 2 out
of 28 neurons). The rest of the planar neurons fired regular
trains of action potentials at all current levels (Figures 1C,D).
The probability of observing transient firing was significantly
higher in the radiate than planar cell samples (Fisher’s exact
test, p < 0.0001). Once regular firing commenced, the firing
rates of the cells depended on the current level for both radiate
and planar cells. As shown in Figures 1A–D, 2E, the spike
count increased monotonically with increasing current in the
majority of neurons (25 out of 27 radiate neurons, and 27 out
of 28 planar neurons). In two radiate and one planar neurons,
the spike count decreased for larger currents, presumably due
to depolarization block. The current-spike count curves for
cells not exhibiting depolarization block were individually fit
with Eq. 1, and the fit parameters were compared between the
two cell populations. The only parameter that was significantly
different between the planar and radiate populations was
the breakpoint for the current, Ibreak, which is the current
level where the cells transit from no firing or only transient
firing to entering a limit cycle that produces regular trains of
action potentials (Ibreak for planar: 94.8 ± 59.5 pA, radiate:
207.4 ± 127.9 pA; t(35) = −3.80, p = 0.00067; Figure 2F).
This result is consistent with the higher threshold for the
radiate neurons (Figure 2D), but also indicates that once
firing commences, the increase in rate with current (Ir, planar:
614.6 ± 368.3, radiate: 554.4 ± 254.9; t(48) = 0.67, p = 0.51),
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and the maximal firing rates (Fmax for 100 ms steps, planar:
79.6 ± 26.7, radiate: 86.5 ± 45.8; t(39) = −0.62, p = 0.54)
are similar in the two populations. Thus, radiate cells are less
excitable near threshold than planar cells, in spite of having
similar input resistances and resting potentials and maximal
firing rates.
sEPSC Events in Radiate Multipolar
Neurons Are More Heterogeneous in
Amplitude and Kinetics than in Planar
Multipolar Neurons
Both radiate and planar neurons receive excitatory synaptic
inputs from the auditory nerve. However, despite the differences
in their physiological responses to sound, it is unclear if there
is any difference in the properties of their synaptic inputs from
the auditory nerve. We evaluated the peak amplitude, rising and
decay time courses, as well as synaptic dynamics of the excitatory
synaptic inputs from the auditory nerve onto both radiate and
planar neurons by assessing the sEPSCs recorded in voltage
clamp. The sEPSCs in these two cell types differ in frequency,
amplitude and time courses (Figure 3A). The frequency of sEPSC
events was significantly higher in radiate cells than planar cells
(Figure 3B; radiate sEPSC frequency: 14.3 ± 5.6 Hz, n = 14;
planar: 8.9 ± 1.7 Hz, n = 10; unpaired t test: t(22) = 2.38,
p = 0.026). The cumulative plots in Figures 3C,D show that
the sEPSC amplitudes and 37% decay times (see ‘‘Materials and
Methods’’ section) are also differentially distributed between
radiate and planar neurons. On average, radiate neurons had
significantly smaller sEPSC amplitudes than planar neurons
(Figure 3E; radiate: −34 ± 15 pA, n = 14; planar: −66 ± 21 pA,
n = 10; Mann Whitney test: p = 0.0003). The sEPSCs in radiate
cells were kinetically more diverse than those of planar neurons
(Figures 3A,D), with radiate cells showing a significantly higher
variance in both the 10%–90% rise time (F-test: F(13,9) = 18.55,
p< 0.0001; Figure 3F) and 37% decay time (F-test: F(13,9) = 20.04,
p < 0.0001; Figure 3G). The average 10%–90% rise time of
sEPSC events was 0.73 ± 0.28 ms (n = 14) in radiate neurons,
which was significantly slower than the 10%–90% rise time of
0.20± 0.07 ms (n = 10) in planar cells (Figure 3F; unpaired t test
with Welch’s correction: t(14) = 6.74, p < 0.0001). The average
sEPSC 37% decay time was 1.58 ± 0.77 ms (n = 14) in radiate
cells, whereas it was 0.41 ± 0.17 ms (n = 10) in planar cells
(Figure 3G; unpaired t test with Welch’s correction: t(14) = 5.53,
p< 0.0001).
Assuming that all of the synapses give rise to conductances
with similar time courses, the sEPSCs arising from synapses
at scattered locations along dendrites are expected to show a
correlation between the rise and decay times (Rall et al., 1992).
We tested this prediction by examining the correlation between
the 10%–90% rise time and the 37% decay time of individual
sEPSCs. As shown in Figures 3H,I, the 10%–90% rise time
and 37% decay time of individual sEPSC events were generally
positively correlated. For 12 out of 14 radiate and 9 out of
10 planar neurons, the slope of the linear regression between
10%–90% rise time and 37% decay time of sEPSC events in each
neuron was significantly different from 0 (F-tests: p < 0.05).
The average correlation coefficient (r value) was 0.33 ± 0.22
(n = 14) in radiate neurons, and was not significantly different
from the correlation (r = 0.31 ± 0.21, n = 10) in planar neurons
(Figure 3J; unpaired t test: t(22) = 0.13, p = 0.897). This result is
consistent with the proposal that somatically-recorded sEPSCs in
both radiate and planar neurons are shaped by dendritic filtering.
The mostly smaller and slower sEPSC events observed in radiate
cells (Figures 3C–G) may reflect the more extensive distribution
of synaptic inputs along their longer dendrites (White et al.,
1994), or might result from a difference in AMPA receptor
subunit composition at the auditory nerve synapses.
Standard cable theory would predict that there should be a
correlation between event amplitude and time course. Therefore,
we also examined the correlation between peak amplitude and
the 37% decay time of individual sEPSC events. In 5 out of
10 planar neurons, the slope of the linear regression between
peak amplitude and 37% decay time was significantly different
from 0 (F-tests: p< 0.01). The linear regression slopes in all these
five neurons were negative, suggesting that sEPSC amplitude was
negatively correlated with the 37% decay time in these neurons,
as would be expected from the effects of dendritic filtering. The
slopes of the linear regression in other five planar neurons were
not significantly different from 0 (F-tests> 0.05). In comparison,
the slope of linear regression between sEPSC amplitude and 37%
decay time was significantly different from 0 (F-tests: p < 0.001)
in 10 out of 14 radiate neurons. However, five of these radiate
neurons showed negative correlation (negative slope), while,
surprisingly, the other five cells showed a positive correlation
(positive slope) between sEPSC amplitude and 37% decay time.
No significant difference was found in the correlation coefficient
(r value) between all radiate (r = − 0.068 ± 0.29; n = 14) and
planar neurons (r =− 0.082± 0.16).While the results of negative
correlation between sEPSC amplitude and 37% decay time
can be well explained by the mechanism of dendritic filtering,
the positive correlation in some radiate neurons requires an
alternative explanation.
Evoked EPSCs (eEPSCs)
We next studied eEPSCs driven by electrical stimulation at the
auditory nerve root. Responses were measured for a range of
stimulus strengths from below threshold for evoking eEPSCs
to the maximal eEPSC amplitude. As shown in Figure 4A,
eEPSCs in radiate neurons showed numerous small increments
in amplitude with increasing stimulation strength, suggesting
recruitment of additional small synaptic inputs with stronger
stimulation. The recruited synaptic inputs often varied in
time course at different stimulation strength, as shown in
an example radiate neuron in Figure 4B, such that stronger
stimulation evoked faster eEPSCs that peaked over 1 ms earlier
than eEPSCs driven by weaker stimulation. This variation
in eEPSC time course is consistent with spatially distributed
synaptic inputs along the extensive neural architecture of radiate
neurons (Rall et al., 1992). In planar neurons, the increase in
eEPSC amplitude often showed discrete steps (Figure 4C),
consistent with previous measurements indicating that planar
neurons receive a small number (∼5) of auditory nerve inputs
(Ferragamo et al., 1998; Cao and Oertel, 2010). The eEPSC
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FIGURE 3 | Radiate cells have more diverse spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic current (sEPSCs) with smaller amplitude and slower kinetics than planar cells.
(A) Example traces of sEPSC events from a radiate (red) and a planar cell (blue). Inset: magnified view of individual sEPSC events. Notice the variations in both size
and kinetics of sEPSC events in the radiate neuron. Color-coding applies throughout the figure. (B) Average sEPSC event frequency in both cell types. ∗p < 0.05.
(C) Cumulative probability of the sEPSC event amplitudes for radiate and planar cells. Each curve represents an individual cell. Inset: average of the cumulative
probability from all cells in each cell type; gray shaded areas represent the standard error of the mean. (D) Cumulative plots of the sEPSC 37% decay time. Inset:
average of the cumulative plots from all cells in each cell type. (E–G) Summary plots of the average sEPSC amplitude (E); average sEPSC 10%–90% rise time (F);
and average sEPSC 37% decay time (G). ∗∗∗p < 0.001. (H,I) Example plots of the 10%–90% rise time vs. peak to 37% decay time from individual sEPSC events of
a radiate cell (H) and a planar cell (I). Notice that the time scales in both the ordinate and the abscissa are different between (H,I). Each dot represents an individual
sEPSC event; line: linear regression; r: correlation coefficient. (J) Summary of all r values from both cell types. Each data point represents one cell. NS: not significant.
amplitude in planar neurons grew rapidly with stimulus current
before reaching their maximal amplitude, often saturating within
150% of the threshold stimulus current (Figure 4D). In contrast,
eEPSCs in radiate neurons showed a much shallower growth in
amplitude that continued beyond 300% of the threshold current
(Figure 4D).
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We further studied the properties of excitatory synaptic inputs
to radiate and planar neurons using maximal eEPSCs. As shown
in Figure 4E, eEPSCs were largely blocked by bath-application
of 5 µM CNQX in both radiate neurons (83 ± 13%, n = 7)
and planar neurons (89 ± 12%, n = 4; Mann Whitney test:
p = 0.6485), suggesting that eEPSCs at−77 mV in both cell types
are mediated by AMPA receptors. The strength and kinetics
of the eEPSCs were strikingly different between radiate and
planar neurons. As shown in Figures 4A–C,G, the maximal
eEPSC amplitude in radiate neurons (−1.2 ± 0.7 nA; n = 26)
was significantly smaller than planar neurons (−3.4 ± 1.5 nA;
n = 14; unpaired t test: t(38) = 6.38, p < 0.0001). Consistent
with the sEPSCs, the kinetics of the eEPSCs in radiate neurons
was also significantly slower than in planar neurons (Figure 4F).
The 10%–90% rise time of eEPSCs in radiate neurons was
significantly longer than in planar neurons (Figure 4H; radiate:
0.49 ± 0.19 ms, n = 26; planar: 0.22 ± 0.05 ms, n = 14;
unpaired t test: t(38) = 5.26, p < 0.0001); and the 37% decay
time was slower (Figure 4I; radiate: 4.88 ± 2.16 ms, n = 26;
planar: 0.94 ± 0.36 ms, n = 14; unpaired t test: t(38) = 6.74,
p< 0.0001).
In summary, the gradual and shallow growth of eEPSC
amplitude in radiate neurons over a broad range of stimulus
strength, as well as the significantly smaller eEPSC amplitude,
suggest that radiate neurons receive weaker but more numerous
synaptic inputs from the auditory nerve than planar neurons.
The variable but generally slower eEPSC kinetics in radiate
neurons suggests that these synaptic inputs are spatially
more dispersed along their dendritic trees, and are consistent
with these neurons receiving auditory nerve inputs that
originate from a wide span of cochlear locations (Smith and
Rhode, 1989; Palmer et al., 1996, 2003; Arnott et al., 2004).
Alternatively, radiate neurons may express different glutamate
receptor subunits with slower kinetics than those in planar
neurons.
Short-Term Synaptic Plasticity during
Repetitive Stimulation
The auditory nerve fibers can fire at rates >400 Hz with
acoustic stimulation (Taberner and Liberman, 2005; Wen et al.,
2009). During such repetitive activity in the presence of elevated
extracellular calcium (2–2.5 mM), auditory nerve synapses
onto bushy and planar multipolar neurons exhibit prominent
short-term synaptic depression (Wang and Manis, 2008; Yang
and Xu-Friedman, 2009, 2015; Cao and Oertel, 2010). However,
the short-term synaptic plasticity of the auditory nerve inputs
to radiate neurons has not been studied. As in previous
experiments (Xie and Manis, 2013b), we evaluated synaptic
dynamics of eEPSCs in radiate neurons, compared to planar
neurons using 50-pulse trains of auditory nerve root stimulation
at 50, 100, 200 and 400 Hz (Figure 5). eEPSCs were depressed
during repetitive stimulation in both radiate and planar cells
(Figures 5A,B). It is worth noting that the depression was
much less in radiate neurons at low rates (50 and 100 Hz),
although it was similar at high rates (200 and 400 Hz; Figure 5C).
A two-way ANOVA revealed that the magnitude of synaptic
depression was significantly different between the two cell types
(F(1,392) = 28.1, p < 0.0001), and not surprisingly, also among
stimulus rates (F(3,392) = 302.1, p < 0.0001). There was also
a significant interaction between cell type and stimulus rate
(F(3,392) = 6.1, p = 0.0005). Bonferroni-corrected posttests showed
that radiate neurons had significantly less depression than planar
neurons during trains at 50 and 100 Hz (p < 0.0001 for
both frequencies), but depressed to the same level at 200 and
400 Hz (p > 0.05 for both frequencies). To quantify the steady-
state depression level, we calculated the average depression
from the last 40 pulses of the stimulus train. Relative to the
amplitude of the first eEPSC of the train, eEPSCs in radiate
cells depressed to 78.6 ± 1.3% at 50 Hz (n = 8), 74.7 ± 2.5%
at 100 Hz (n = 9), 48.6 ± 6.7% at 200 Hz (n = 8), and
19.0 ± 6.5% at 400 Hz (n = 9); whereas planar cells depressed to
64.7 ± 2.8% at 50 Hz (n = 7), 61.9 ± 3.2% at 100 Hz (n = 9),
43.3 ± 4.6% at 200 Hz (n = 7), and 20.8 ± 3.6% at 400 Hz
(n = 8).
We also assessed the short-term synaptic plasticity in both
radiate and planar neurons using an ACSF with physiological
divalent ion concentrations (‘‘Materials and Methods’’ section).
Similar to eEPSC trains recorded in 2.5 mM external calcium,
synaptic depression was also observed throughout the trains
in 1.2 mM calcium at all stimulus rates in both cell types
(Figure 5C; black and green lines). A two-way ANOVA revealed
that the magnitude of synaptic depression was significantly
different between two cell types (F(1,392) = 176.0, p < 0.0001)
and across stimulus rates (F(3,392) = 337.2, p < 0.0001). There
was a significant interaction between cell type and stimulus
rate (F(3,392) = 8.33, p < 0.0001). Bonferroni-corrected posttests
showed that radiate neurons had significantly less depression
than planar neurons at all stimulus rates (p < 0.0001 at 50,
100 and 200 Hz; p < 0.05 at 400 Hz). Relative to the first
eEPSC of the train, the average depression of the last 40 pulses
of the stimulus train in radiate neurons were 77.8 ± 1.7% at
50 Hz, 79.8 ± 1.8% at 100 Hz, 64.9 ± 3.9% at 200 Hz, and
26.4 ± 5.3% at 400 Hz (n = 5); whereas the average depression
in planar cells were 60.5 ± 2.6% at 50 Hz, 56.3 ± 3.7% at
100 Hz, 46.9 ± 5.2% at 200 Hz, and 18.5 ± 4.7% at 400 Hz
(n = 6).
As eEPSCs in radiate neurons have significantly slower
kinetics (Figures 4F,H,I) than those in planar neurons, the
effectiveness of synaptic inputs can be influenced more by
temporal summation. This is visible for radiate neurons at
200 and 400 Hz in Figure 5A, and to a lesser extent, for planar
neurons in Figure 5B. To quantify the effects of summation,
we measured the average peak eEPSC amplitude (Figure 5D)
and the eEPSC charge (Figure 5E) during the last 40 pulses of
the EPSC trains, where the eEPSC amplitudes were at steady-
state. The peak eEPSC amplitude was measured relative to
the current level immediately preceding the measured EPSC
to remove any baseline offset. A linear mixed-model was used
to evaluate the EPSC amplitude, with stimulus rate and cell
type as fixed effects. The steady-state eEPSC peak amplitude
depended on both cell type (F(1,15.9) = 5.23, p = 0.036;
F-test with Kenward-Roger approximation) and stimulus rate
(F(3,44.8) = 6.51, p< 0.0001). There was no significant interaction
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FIGURE 4 | Radiate neurons receive weaker and slower evoked synaptic inputs than planar neurons. (A,B) Example eEPSCs of radiate neurons (red) with graded
amplitudes driven by stimuli with progressively increased strength. Arrow: onset of electric stimulation. Notice in (B) that a fast eEPSC component was recruited
beyond a certain stimulus strength that changed the shape of eEPSCs. Black traces in (B), an example slow eEPSC evoked by weak stimulation and a fast eEPSC
evoked by strong stimulation. Inset: the two black traces were normalized to the peak amplitude to show the temporal differences in eEPSCs driven by stimuli at
different strength. (C) Example eEPSCs of a planar neuron (blue) driven by stimuli with progressively increased strength. The increase in eEPSC amplitude occurred
over a narrow stimulus range, and grew in a stepwise fashion. Note the scale differences in eEPSC amplitudes among (A–C). (D) Summary plot of eEPSC
amplitudes vs. normalized stimulation amplitudes in radiate and planar neurons. Each line represents one individual neuron. Thick red lines mark the example radiate
neurons in (A,B), and the thick blue line marks the example planar neuron in (C). The stimulation amplitude was normalized to the threshold stimulus current used in
the individual neuron, which is 1.0 in the x-axis. (E) Example eEPSCs of a radiate and a planar neuron that were blocked by CNQX (cells held at −77 mV).
(F) Comparison of the time course of eEPSCs (normalized to peak) from example radiate and planar neurons. (G–I) Summary of the eEPSC amplitude (G),
10%–90% rise time (H), and 37% decay time (I). ∗∗∗p < 0.001.
(F(3,41.7) = 2.31, p = 0.09). In spite of the weaker synaptic
depression at low frequencies and similar depression at high
frequencies, the radiate neurons showed overall smaller eEPSC
peak amplitude during the steady-state of the train than that
of the planar neurons (simultaneous tests for general linear
hypotheses between cell types: 50 Hz: t = −2.90, p = 0.007;
t = −2.56, p = 0.016 at 100 Hz; p ≥ = 0.15 for 200 and
400 Hz; p values adjusted for multiple comparisons by Holm’s
method; Figure 5D). The average eEPSC charge (Figure 5E),
measured as the integrated area under each eEPSC referenced
to the baseline during the last 40 pulses of the EPSC trains,
reflects the overall impact of individual events and temporal
summation onto the target cell during a stimulus cycle. A
linear mixed model revealed that the average EPSC charge
transfer also depended on cell type (F(1,15.9) = 7.46, p = 0.015)
and stimulus rate (F(3,44.5) = 17.4, p < 0.0001). There was no
interaction between cell type and stimulus rate (F(3,41.5) = 0.29,
p = 0.84). In spite of the smaller eEPSC peak amplitude in
radiate neurons throughout the trains, the average EPSC charge
transfer was higher in radiate neurons than planar neurons.
Post-tests revealed that the difference was significant at 100 and
200 Hz but not at 50 and 400 Hz (50 Hz: t = 2.68, p = 0.13;
100 Hz: t = 3.01, p = 0.006, 200 Hz: t = 2.442, p = 0.022;
400 Hz: t = 1.53, p = 0.14; Holm’s adjusted). Thus, during
ongoing synaptic activity, the temporal summation of slower
EPSCs can play an important role in the radiate multipolar
neurons.
Spike Rate and Timing in Response to
Repetitive Auditory Nerve Stimulation
We next studied the spike rate and timing in radiate and
planar neurons in response to trains of repetitive auditory nerve
stimulation in current-clamp. Spikes evoked by the last 40 stimuli
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FIGURE 5 | Short term dynamics of auditory nerve synaptic inputs differs between radiate and planar cells. (A,B) Example eEPSC responses of a radiate cell (A) and
a planar cell (B) to stimulus trains at different frequencies. Tick marks above the traces indicate the timing of the stimulus pulses. Dashed lines in the 200 Hz and
400 Hz trains mark the baseline of the EPSC responses. Color-coding applies to the entire figure (red: radiate; blue: planar). (C) Summary of the synaptic depression
during stimulus trains at 50, 100, 200 and 400 Hz. EPSCn/EPSC1: all eEPSC sizes were normalized to the amplitude of the first eEPSC. Color traces in each panel
showed recordings made under artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) containing either 2.5 mM Ca2+ and 1.5 mM Mg2+ (red and blue) or 1.2 mM Ca2+ and 0.8 mM
Mg2+ (black and green). R: radiate neurons; P: planar neurons. (D) Summary of the average steady-state eEPSC amplitudes during the last 40 pulses of the stimulus
trains in both cell types. Note that the plots are staggered to show the individual cells. (E) Summary of the average steady-state eEPSC charge during the last
40 pulses of the stimulus trains. Each symbol in (D,E) represents an individual neuron.
of the 50-pulse trains were used in order to assess the steady state
responses.
Both radiate and planar neurons fired tonic trains of spikes in
response to trains of auditory nerve stimulation. In response to
50 Hz trains, both cell types fired regularly with approximately a
single spike per stimulus throughout the train (Figures 6A,E).
The spikes showed little jitter in response to each stimulus,
and the period histograms showed a single sharp peak. As the
stimulating frequency was increased, the firing rate of both cell
types increased (Figures 6A–I). However, the evoked spikes
became temporally less precise relative to the onset of individual
stimuli, as indicated by the dispersion of spike times within
the stimulus period (Figures 6B–D,F–H). The firing rate of
radiate neurons was 60 ± 30 Hz to 50 Hz stimulation (n = 11);
120 ± 55 Hz to 100 Hz stimulation (n = 19); 277 ± 99 Hz
to 200 Hz stimulation (n = 13) and 399 ± 126 Hz to 400 Hz
stimulation (n = 19; Figure 6I). The firing rate of planar cells
was 43 ± 17 Hz to 50 Hz stimulation (n = 11); 99 ± 33 Hz to
100 Hz stimulation (n = 29); 223 ± 85 Hz to 200 Hz stimulation
(n = 11) and 338 ± 114 Hz to 400 Hz stimulation (n = 12).
A linear mixed model revealed that the firing rate was strongly
dependent on stimulus frequency (F(3,84.6) = 164.4, p < 0.0001),
but was not dependent on the cell type (F(1,42.8) = 3.56, p = 0.066;
Figure 6I). Overall, the radiate neurons fired spikes at higher
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rates than planar neurons, although Bonferroni posttests did not
reveal any significant difference at any individual stimulation rate
except at 400 Hz (p> 0.12 for 50–200 Hz; t =−2.65, p = 0.0093 at
400 Hz; Holm’s adjusted). There was no interaction between cell
type and stimulus frequency (F(3,81.1) = 1.60, p = 0.19).
The temporal precision of spike timing through the train
was quantified by measuring the vector strength (Goldberg and
Brown, 1969). The average vector strength in radiate cells was
0.964 ± 0.026 (n = 11) at 50 Hz, 0.879 ± 0.108 (n = 19) at
100 Hz, 0.574 ± 0.264 (n = 13) at 200 Hz, and 0.457 ± 0.214
(n = 19) at 400 Hz; whereas in planar cells it was 0.948 ± 0.057
(n = 11), 0.858 ± 0.144 (n = 29), 0.654 ± 0.264 (n = 11),
and 0.443 ± 0.316 (n = 12), respectively (Figure 6J). A linear
mixed model revealed that the vector strength depended on
stimulus frequency (F(3,87.6) = 61.3, p < 0.0001), but not on
cell type (F(1,42.3) = 0.0026, p = 0.96). The vector strength
decreased with increasing stimulus frequency. There was no
significant interaction between stimulus frequency and cell type
(F(3,84.8) = 1.01, p = 0.39). Thus, the radiate and planar neurons
respond to synchronous auditory nerve activity with comparable
temporal precision (Figure 6J; p > 0.17 at all frequencies;
Holm’s adjusted), in spite of the differences in the time course
and convergence of their auditory nerve inputs. The temporal
precision is preserved for low frequency stimulation in both cell
types, but at higher afferent rates there appears to be a gradual
transition to a spike rate representation (Figures 6I,J), consistent
with the increased temporal summation of synaptic inputs.
Sensory information can be faithfully represented in neurons
that fire reliably during the ongoing course of a stimulus, and
promptly stop firing when the stimulus is off. However, we noted
that this was not the case for all multipolar cells, especially after
high frequency stimulation. Therefore, we analyzed the offset
responses that followed the end of the excitatory stimulus trains.
Radiate neurons promptly ceased firing upon the termination
of stimulus trains at 50 Hz and 100 Hz, and only fired
occasional delayed spikes after stimulus trains at 200 and
400 Hz (Figures 6C,D). On average, radiate neurons fired for
0.6 ± 1.1 ms (n = 13) immediately following 200 Hz trains and
for 18.0 ± 26.9 ms (n = 19) after 400 Hz stimulus trains. At
50 and 100 Hz, the majority of the planar neurons also ceased
firing immediately after the end of the stimulus train (Figure 6E).
Only 3 out of 29 planar cells fired additional spikes following the
termination of 100 Hz stimulus trains. One of these is shown
in Figure 6F, where it fired a single delayed spike. However,
when auditory nerve fibers (ANFs) were stimulated at 200 and
400 Hz, planar neurons fired delayed spikes well beyond the
end of the stimulation (Figure 6H). The continued firing lasted
for 8.9 ± 14.0 ms (n = 11) following 200 Hz trains and for
64.5 ± 52.0 ms (n = 12) following 400 Hz stimulus trains. A
linear mixed model revealed a significant interaction between
cell type and stimulus frequency (F(1,87.4) = 7.18, p < 0.0001)
for the log-transformed duration of delayed firing. Furthermore,
the duration of the delayed firing was significantly dependent
on both cell type (F(1,38.1) = 13.2, p = 0.0008) and frequency
(F(1,94.4) = 64.0, p < 0.0001). Posttests confirm that radiate
neurons promptly terminate their spiking at the end of repetitive
stimulation compared to planar neurons at 200 and 400 Hz
(200 Hz: t = 3.10, p = 0.0024; 400 Hz: t = 5.10, p < 0.0001;
Holm’s adjusted), whereas no difference was seen for stimulation
at 50 or 100 Hz (p > 0.5). A close examination of the traces
(Figure 6H, lower right) indicates that this firing may be driven
by a barrage of EPSPs that persist for tens of ms after the stimulus
ends. Late EPSPs also are evident in the radiate cells following
termination of the train (Figure 6D), although they appear less
efficacious in supporting sustained firing. Similar delayed EPSPs
following auditory nerve stimulation have been reported before
in the planar stellate cell population (Ferragamo et al., 1998).
DISCUSSION
AVCN radiate neurons differ from planar neurons in their
intrinsic excitability as well as the kinetics and dynamics of
excitatory synaptic inputs from auditory nerve. First, we found
that radiate neurons are less excitable than planar neurons, as
they tend to have a higher current threshold for triggering action
potentials, and have a faster membrane time constant. However,
the two cell types have the same maximum firing rate for large
current injections. Second, the radiate neurons receive numerous
smaller, kinetically variable but slower excitatory synaptic inputs
from the auditory nerve, consistent with a spatial dispersion
of synaptic inputs along their dendritic arbors. Third, radiate
neurons have a shallow growth of eEPSC amplitude in response
to graded increases in stimulus current over a wide range, which
suggests the integration of a larger number of inputs than seen
in planar cells. Fourth, radiate neurons had a smaller maximal
eEPSC amplitude. Fifth, radiate neurons show less synaptic
depression at low rates and more temporal summation at high
rates. The results suggest that radiate neurons have unique
intrinsic and synaptic properties to support their physiological
function as the ‘‘wide-band inhibitor’’ (Nelken and Young, 1994;
Palmer et al., 2003; Arnott et al., 2004), by integrating a large
number of auditory inputs over a broad frequency range and
providing reliable and strong inhibition to target neurons.
Intrinsic Excitability
Radiate neurons are associated with the Oc discharge pattern
in response to tone bursts at their best frequency (Smith and
Rhode, 1989; Winter and Palmer, 1995; Palmer et al., 2003;
Arnott et al., 2004). This pattern consists of a brief burst of at
least two reproducibly timed spikes, followed by desynchronized
firing at a much lower rate. We found that, unlike the planar
neurons, the radiate neurons had a tendency to fire phasically
at the lowest current levels. This pattern is similar to the ‘‘Type
I–II’’ discharge patterns in the models of Rothman and Manis
(2003), which were created based on measurements of potassium
currents in a population of VCN neurons. The Type I–II model
included a small amount of the low-voltage activated potassium
current, which serves to prevent the cell entering a repetitive
firing regime during weak depolarization, but allows the cells
to fire repetitively for stronger depolarization. The presence
of a regime in the radiate multipolar cells where they fire
transiently suggests that a weak low-voltage activated potassium
conductance could contribute to their discharge pattern in
response to acoustic stimuli. We note that this pattern was not
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FIGURE 6 | Comparison of suprathreshold spike entrainment between radiate and planar cells. (A) Example responses to 50 pulse stimulus trains at 50 Hz. Top
panel: a single trace response to the stimulus train; bottom left panel: overlap of 10 traces to stimulus trains (only the last four stimuli of the trains are shown); gray
dashed line marks the resting membrane potential; bottom right panel: overlapped peristimulus time histogram (PSTH) plot to show spike timing within the stimulus
cycle; the number in the plot is the calculated vector strength. Tick marks above the traces indicate the timing of the stimulus pulses. (B–D) Example responses of
the same radiate cell as in (A) to stimulus trains at 100 Hz (B), 200 Hz (C) and 400 Hz (D). Labels and layout are the same as in (A). Gray bars after the stimulus
trains mark the window of delayed spikes in (D,H). (E–H) Example responses of a planar cell to stimulus trains at 50 Hz (E), 100 Hz (F), 200 Hz (G), and 400 Hz (H).
Notice that the spikes of radiate and planar cells occur at consistent latency relative to the stimulus at 50 and 100 Hz, but increasing latency variability reduces the
precision at 200 and 400 Hz. (I) Summary of the firing rates in response to trains of stimulations at different frequencies. (J) Summary of the vector strength in
response to trains of stimulations at different frequencies.
seen in all radiate cells, whichmay be amethodological limitation
of using relatively coarse (50 pA) current steps when constructing
the I–V curves, or may represent diversity in the excitability of
these cells. A more careful investigation of the firing patterns just
at threshold, along with testing whether α-dendrotoxin-sensitive
(Kv1 family) potassium channels are present, in comparison
to the planar cells, might provide additional insights into the
regulation of the discharge patterns of the radiate cells. It is also
possible that the prominent Ih currents in the radiate cells could
contribute to driving onset responses, because when the cells are
depolarized, the portion of the Ih current that is open at rest
will further reinforce the depolarization until the conductance
decreases at the new depolarized voltage level.
The intrinsic excitability of radiate neurons seems unlikely to
entirely account for their responses to acoustic stimuli. Inhibitory
inputs, auditory nerve convergence and dendritic filtering are
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also likely to contribute to the onset chopper pattern. Onset
chopper cells have weak inhibitory areas relative to the chop-T
and chop-S populations (Rhode and Greenberg, 1994), which are
associated with planar multipolar cells. Spontaneous IPSCs were
seen in radiate neurons in this study (not shown). In two putative
radiate cells, evoked inhibitory inputs from nearby sites in the
AVCN were also seen using glutamate uncaging (Campagnola
et al., 2014). The onset chopper pattern can also in principle
be produced by convergence of auditory nerve fibers from a
wide frequency region (Sumner et al., 2009), particularly if the
inputs are subject to low-pass filtering associated with dendritic
electrotonus. We found evidence for convergence and low-pass
filtering when examining the excitatory synaptic currents in
radiate neurons.
EPSC Kinetics
There were significant differences in the variability of the rise
and decay times of sEPSC and eEPSCs between the radiate
and planar cells. The results may be explained by multiple
distinct mechanisms: (1) a differential distribution of synaptic
inputs and dendritic filtering; (2) a differential expression of
glutamate receptor subunits; or (3) by variations in distance-
dependent amplitudes of synaptic conductances or dendritic
input resistance.
First, if we assume that these excitatory synaptic inputs all
arise from a common source (the auditory nerve synapses),
and that they are associated with a single pattern of glutamate
receptor subunit expression in both cell types, so that the time
course of the conductance events are the same at the synaptic
site, then the best explanation for our result is that synaptic
inputs to the planar cells are electrotonically relatively close to the
soma, whereas those in the radiate cells are located across a range
of electrotonic distances. The EPSC measurements were made
under conditions where the ability to voltage clamp synaptic
events that are located even a short distance away from the
soma is compromised by the cable properties of the dendrites
(Spruston et al., 1993; Williams and Mitchell, 2008). As a result,
electrotonically distant synaptic conductances are both poorly
clamped, and have a distorted time course with slower rise
and decay times (Rall et al., 1992). Although the variability in
the ability to clamp synaptic currents at various electrotonic
distances certainly could contribute to the differences in the
average sEPSC amplitude that we observed, whether this issue
is the sole factor or whether the synaptic conductances are
themselves heterogeneous cannot be resolved with this approach.
Of particular relevance to this explanation, radiate neurons have
fairly extensive dendritic trees. The only previous estimates of
the electrotonic structure of VCN multipolar cells were made
in guinea pigs (White et al., 1994). In that study, cells were
found to have an effective (collapsed cylinder) electrotonic length
of either ∼1 or 1.5, depending on the ratio of the somatic
to the dendritic resistivity; however, no attempt was made to
differentiate between radiate and planar neurons. Regardless, this
is certainly long enough that the dendrites will provide significant
low-pass filtering of distal synaptic inputs. In cat, the radiate
multipolar cells receive strong somatic input (Cant, 1981), and
the cells can phase lock nearly as well as auditory nerve fibers
(Smith and Rhode, 1989), suggesting that inputs proximal to
the spike initiation zone play an important role in spike timing.
In comparison, the chop-S and chop-T (associated with planar)
neurons are generally poorer phase lockers (Blackburn and
Sachs, 1990), consistent with dendritic filtering of synaptic events
resulting from a principally dendritic innervation pattern (White
et al., 1994). The wide range of sEPSC rise and decay times in
mouse radiate multipolar cells suggests that excitatory synapses
have a broad spatial distribution, including both somatic and
dendritic sites. This is also supported by the shape of the eEPSCs,
which decay with a time course that appears to have multiple
components (Figure 4B), as would be expected for spatially
distributed synaptic conductances.
Second, radiate neurons may express different AMPA
receptor subunits that produce slower conductance changes
than those in planar neurons, which can contribute to the
observed differences in EPSC kinetics. Glutamate receptors are
known to be differentially distributed in different areas of the
cochlear nucleus as well as different compartments of individual
neurons (Rubio and Wenthold, 1997; Petralia et al., 2000;
Gardner et al., 2001). EPSC kinetics also differ amongst the
different principal cells of the cochlear nucleus (Gardner et al.,
1999), although in that study radiate multipolar cells were not
explicitly characterized. It is possible that radiate neurons express
GluR2 subunits, resulting in slower kinetics, whereas planar
neurons express receptors biased towards GluR3/4 subunits, with
fast kinetics. Alternatively, if both cells express GluR3/4 subunits,
the radiate neurons may have GluR3/4 subunits in slower ‘‘flip’’
variant, while planar neurons have the subunits in faster ‘‘flop’’
variant (Sommer et al., 1990; Mosbacher et al., 1994).
Third, the synaptic inputs at different positions along the
dendrite may encounter different input resistances as a result
of the taper of dendrite diameter and distance-dependent ion
channel densities (Winters et al., 2017), which would lead to a
different pattern of somatic voltage changes with distance than
expected solely from electrotonic decay. A related possibility
is the presence of distance-dependent scaling of the synaptic
conductances (Stricker et al., 1996; Magee and Cook, 2000), such
that the more distal dendritic inputs have larger conductances.
Regardless of the mechanism, it is clear that synaptic integration
in the two multipolar cell types is quite different, and is
influenced by the dendritic locations of synapses and the
electrotonic structure of the cell.
Auditory Nerve Convergence
Our measurements suggest, not surprisingly, greater
convergence from auditory nerve fibers onto radiate cells
than onto planar cells. Previous measurements have suggested
that 5–7 ANFs (Ferragamo et al., 1998; Cao and Oertel, 2010)
converge onto individual planar cells. Based on quantal size
(66 pA), the mean maximal EPSC amplitude (3.4 nA), and an
average of 5.5 converging ANFs, we can estimate that action
potentials in single auditory nerve fibers may release nine quanta
per stimulus onto planar multipolar cells. This corresponds to
a mean single-fiber EPSC of ∼0.59 nA, which even taking into
account the differences in driving force between experiments, is
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at the top end of the range reported by Cao and Oertel (2010)
for planar multipolar cells. With an average resting release
probability of 0.4 under the standard recording conditions (Xie
and Manis, 2013b, Table 1), each ANF would be predicted to
have as many as 20 presynaptic sites onto an individual planar
multipolar neuron. The presence of discrete steps in previous
studies (Ferragamo et al., 1998; Cao and Oertel, 2010), which
were occasionally visible in our limited data set, together with a
typical CV of 0.3 for quantal size, provides supporting evidence
for such a large number of active sites per ANF onto the target
cell; otherwise individual increments in EPSC amplitude with
recruitment of individual presynaptic fibers would not be
resolvable. Although this estimated convergence onto planar
multipolar neurons is greater than that estimated onto bushy
cells (2–4; Cant and Morest, 1979; Oertel, 1983; Cao and Oertel,
2010), it is not exceptionally high. In contrast, the number of
release sites is only about 20% of the estimate of 80–100 onto
mouse bushy cells (Nicol and Walmsley, 2002; Wang and Manis,
2008).
Because we were unable to resolve the steps associated with
recruitment of individual ANFs in the EPSCs onto radiate
multipolar cells, we cannot estimate AN convergence and quantal
content. However, we can provide upper and lower bounds.
If we assume that each ANF that innervates a radiate neuron
makes a single synaptic contact, and assume the same resting
release probability as in planar cells (0.4), then themaximal EPSC
amplitude of 1.2 nA and a quantal size of 0.034 nA suggest an
upper bound of 88 ANFs. If the release at each site is governed
by the same statistics as for the planar multipolar cells, then the
lower bound must be at least twice as large as in planar cells,
or ∼11 ANFs. Otherwise we would expect to be able to resolve
the recruitment of individual fibers as the stimulation intensity is
increased.
Temporal Precision
The ability of radiate and planar multipolar cells to follow
repetitive stimulation of the auditory nerve was similar. The
cells could entrain on a cycle-by-cycle basis at 50 and 100 Hz,
but began to fire less synchronously at 200 and 400 Hz,
although the overall firing rate continued to increase. The loss
of temporal precision arose from accumulated depolarization
during the stimulus train. The accumulated depolarization
includes activation of slower NMDA receptors (Cao and Oertel,
2010; Xie and Manis, 2013b), as well as (in the radiate cells)
the slower time course of the eEPSC. The relationship between
these responses and the acoustic responses of multipolar cells
is not straightforward. In general, the planar multipolar cells
do not phase lock as well as bushy cells to tones above
about 1 kHz (Blackburn and Sachs, 1989). The radiate cells
(Oc units) in chinchilla VCN have been found to have
the poorest synchronized rates for low frequency modulated
stimuli (Shofner et al., 1996), although they show high phase-
locking using traditional measures, possibly due to relatively
sparse spiking. However, using different measures, Rhode
and Greenberg (1994) found that the Oc units in cat VCN
had the best encoding for phase locking to SAM stimuli,
showing a low-pass behavior in their modulation transfer
functions with a corner frequency of at least 1 kHz for
some cells. In contrast, the other chopper classes that are
associated with planar cells had peaked (band-pass) functions,
with a corner frequency near 500 Hz. The ability of the
radiate cells to generate temporally precise responses to such
inputs would seem to be compromised by their dendritic
filtering. However, such precision may result from a stronger
excitatory somatic input, and their broader modulation transfer
functions may be related to the greater AN convergence across
frequency.
Delayed Firing after High Rate Activity
Compared to radiate neurons, planar neurons showed prominent
delayed firing long after the termination of high rate stimulus
inputs from the auditory nerve (Figures 6D,H). Planar neurons
have axon collaterals within the VCN, which could provide
feed-forward excitation to other planar multipolar cells (and
other cell types; reviewed by Oertel et al., 2011), and there is some
prior evidence for this (Ferragamo et al., 1998). In particular,
with high rate stimulation, the activation of many cells in the
nucleus could generate sufficient recurrent excitation to support
sustained firing in target planar neurons beyond the termination
of auditory nerve stimulation. It is also possible that inhibition
onto or amongst radiate cells helps terminate spiking, although
there is no direct evidence for a difference in inhibitory inputs
between radiate and planar neurons, nor were IPSPs consistently
observed following the stimulus trains. The radiate cells may also
not be as densely innervated by the collaterals of the planar cells
as other planar cells. The rapid termination of spiking in radiate
cells might also be due to their faster membrane time constant,
their higher current threshold for spiking (Figures 2C–F), the
engagement of different activity-dependent ion channels (such
as a Ca2+- or Na+-dependent K channels), or differential
expression of synaptic receptors whose activation would be rate
dependent (NMDA, metabotropic glutamate) between the two
cell types.
In summary, we find that radiate and planar multipolar cells
of the cochlear nuclei differ quantitatively and qualitatively in
terms of intrinsic excitability, convergence and the strength and
dynamics of auditory nerve synaptic input. These features likely
contribute to their different responses to acoustic stimuli, and the
roles that they play in auditory information processing.
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